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Vision
A world where everyone has access 
to the basic necessities in life and 
living self-sufficiently with spiritual 
development.

Values
Inspired by the Holy Household (a.s), 
The Zahra Trust aims to assist people in 
the practices taught by them with the 

principles of our faith.

<

>
MISSION
The Zahra Trust’s mission is to aid those suffering from poverty and famine, 
by providing basic philanthropic needs, enabling them to survive and 
making them self-sustainable so that they will no longer require aid.  The 
Trust also works on promoting education and spreading the truth through 
media outlets and has established seminars in Najaf. We have founded key 
bases and contacts in various regions, whilst at the same time working with 
existing organisations to fulfil its objectives. The Trust will achieve these 
goals by working in conjunction with other organisations, donor support, and 
establishing bases throughout the world.
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Message from
The Zahra Trust Team 

Syed Thamer Al Hakim 
Manager of The Zahra Trust, Najaf, Iraq

During 2013 the Najaf branch distributed wall fans to 180 families 
to protect them from the extreme summer heat. Moreover as 
the holy month of Ramadhan approached we distributed food 
rations to 500 families and also sent a delegation to Syria where 
they distributed rations to 600 families.  Later in the summer 
we visited the orphan families in Najaf and distributed coolers, 
stoves, fridges and washing machines that the families were in 
great need of.

As the winter months approached we provided carpets to some 
families and also managed to distribute kerosene heaters to 300 
families.  By the end of the year we had managed to register 450 
needy families on our database that were in urgent need of aid.

Syed Mohsen Sharifioun 
Office Manager, The Zahra Trust, Qum, Iran 

Our registered families in Iran have a vast range of ailments that 
require ongoing or urgent medical attention.  Alhamdulillah we 
have been able to assist these families by providing medicine, 
arranging for hospital fees, transport to medical centres and 
check-ups.  Over the years we have had a sustained increase of 
people needing serious dental treatment, as the cost is very dear 
and thus people leave problems until it becomes serious which 
either results in further damage or higher dental costs.  Dental 
expenses have been one of our main expenses in the Qum office.

The past year we have also been dealing with a large influx of 
Syrian refugees who have not only been through psychological 
trauma but also have to assimilate into a society and language 
entirely different to their own.  As majority of the refugees had 
to escape and leave their belongings, many are in urgent need of 
basics such as food, water and shelter.   

Zainab Zahra 
Campaigns & International Programmes 
Coordinator, London 

It has been an exciting year working at The Zahra Trust; I was able 
to see first-hand how funds raised went directly to the people in 
need when I went on an aid convoy to Lebanon to visit the Syrian 
refugees.  It was a great learning experience, as those facts and 
figures that I use in leaflets and adverts I finally got to see as real 
people, and nothing can prepare you for actually witnessing the 
tragedy and the stories of the vulnerable in person.  

The trip also made me realise true humanity and brotherhood, 
how someone who is unaware of another individual in another 
part of the world still wants to assist them, and that individual 
who is in need in the world is still grateful for what they have even 
though it is so little. 

Sheikh Ali 
Massoumian 
Chair to the Board of 
Trustees

Alhamdulillah The Trust has grown 
rapidly over the past year and this 
is due to not only our staff, but our 
dedicated supporters around the 
globe who have initiated projects, 
spread the word and helped 
fundraise and deliver aid to the 
vulnerable.   Without the back 
bone of the community, The Zahra 
Trust would not exist and thus I 
would like to give my thanks and 
appreciation to all those people 
who have dedicated their time to 
The Trust.

Syed Ameer Hussain 
Operations Director, London
Reaching out personally and meeting so many of our donors this year has not only been inspirational 
but allowed me to gain an insight into the great work done by communities around the world. We 
are a one to one charity and I hope we can grow and flourish together. 

This last year has seen The Trust increase its activities and work on the ground. With that comes the 
need for more help and I am sure with your support we can continue to change more and more lives 
around the world.

  



Emergency 
Relief & 
Rehabilitation
The Zahra Trust Goal: Assist people in their time of need by 
responding to disasters and providing continued support to help 
them rebuild their lives.
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The turmoil in Syria has led to over two million people 
fleeing the country, a majority of which have escaped to 
Lebanon and are in desperate need for help.



With the Syrian crisis now over three years old and 
with continued targeted persecution and oppression 
of Shia’s coupled with millions in need of urgent 
humanitarian assistance; The Zahra Trust delivered 
essential aid before and at the beginning of the holy 
month of Ramadhan in 2013.  We distributed 600 food 
parcels in the Sayeeda Zainab (s.a) region and this was 
arranged by our staff, who risked their own lives and 
travelled to Syria to ensure the effective and successful 
delivery of aid to those in need.

As the crisis started to get worse in 2014 and the 
attacks increased, The Zahra Trust were determined to 
go back into the region to help the lovers of Sayeeda 
Zainab (s.a).  Our second aid mission in Syria took place 
in February 2014, where we successfully delivered 
nearly 1000 food parcels and provided a financial aid 
to Shaheed families.  

The turmoil in Syria has led to over two million 
people fleeing the country, majority of which have 
escaped to Lebanon. As a result we arranged an 
aid convoy to Lebanon to assist the refugees there 
through donations collected during the holy month of 
Ramadhan in 2013; including from the live fundraising 
appeals on TV.  The Trust visited over 100 families and 
went to various regions in Lebanon including Hermel, 
Nabatiya, Zahlé, Balbeck and Beirut to provide aid 
directly to the people in need.

During the trip we met various families that had 
suffered in Syria. One Syed who was conducting 
Majlise-e-Aza in Sayeeda Zainab’s (s.a) haram was 
nearly killed for giving lectures on the oppression 
that took place on Imam Hussain (a.s).  We also met 
a family in Nabatieh that were in desperate need of 
assistance to help their disabled child who could not 
walk properly.  Our team went with the family to the 
doctors in Beirut, where they provided a detailed 
explanation on the treatment needed for the child Ali.  
Following this we visited the prosthetics clinic to fit a 
cast for the young boy so that, inshallah, in the future 
he will be able to walk properly.  

Emergency aid in Syria

Syrian refugees in 
Lebanon

“We thank The Zahra 
Trust for assisting 
us with our medical 
appointments and 
providing us medicine 
free of charge.”
Raqedeh Jerad
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Food Drive
The Zahra Trust Goal: To tackle hunger by providing nutritious and 
quality food for the vulnerable and needy. 



1,300,000,000
MILLION TONS OF
FOOD IS WASTED

1 IN 7
PEOPLE

ARE

HUNGRY

Case Study

During the holy month of Ramadhan 2013 
The Zahra Trust were able to deliver around 
200 food parcels and ift ars to the poor in the 
surrounding areas of Najaf.  All the people that 
received the food parcels were women who 
had orphan children.  

In Iran we delivered 110 food parcels and 
provided ift ars that fed around 2200 people.  
Providing hot meals is an essenti al requirement 
during the holy month as it eases the tension 
of not only cooking but being able to aff ord 
to eat necessary nutriti ous food to sustain 
oneself during the fast.  

The Khardhamnanpour family are struggling to survive after their 
father passed away 2 years ago.  Two of the girls in the family are in 
university, however to enable them to pay fees and at the same time 
support their family the girls conduct qaza fasts and salaat on behalf 
of other marhoom’s so that they can earn a small income.  

They are not assisted by any other charity apart from The Zahra Trust, 
and are in constant need of adequate funds to help sustain their daily 
requirements, especially of food.    

“The Zahra Trust 
works very hard and 
we thank you for the 
food parcels you gave 
us.”
Mrs. Abdollahi 

“I thank The Zahra 
Trust for inviting us 
to this restaurant for 
Iftar and taking care 
of us poor families. 
May Allah accept your 
efforts.”
Mrs. Hosseini



Water Aid
The Zahra Trust Goal: To provide safe clean drinking water to the 
vulnerable & needy.
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Water
Aid

Your donation has brought 
a smile to the vulnerable & 
needy, by providing them with 
their basic right... WATER!

Your money has
•	 Built a water well for a whole village
•	 Provided a water tank to a family
•	 Helped the zawar of Imam Hussain 
(a.s.) drink water

Here’s where your money begins to 
work. The Zahra Trust team, local 
drillers and workers are deployed 
to construct the water wells, fi t the 
water tanks and distribute water 
as tabbaruk.

The funds go out to the 
countries in need so that 
the work can begin on the 
ground.

Your pounds, dollars 
& yens combined with 
other donations made to 
The Zahra Trust.

Your generous donation, no 
matter how big or small goes 
a long way.



Water is not just a drink but a basic human right, this 
essential life source is needed to produce food, stay 
healthy and used for religious obligations.  With The 
Zahra Trust you can contribute in providing water to 

people around the world by donating towards:

Water Wells Water Tanks Tabbaruk in Iraq 
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Empowering 
Communities
The Zahra Trust Goal: To empower communities to have education 
and suffi cient skills to achieve economic independence and 
self-determination. 



An innovative way in which we conducted tableegh and assisted the 
needy and vulnerable was to publish a children’s board book entitled 
The Thirst of Sakina (s.a).  The book discusses Bibi Sakina’s (s.a) cry 
for thirst and her uncle Hazrath Abbas’ (a.s) triumphant stand to get 
water for his beloved niece and being massacred in the process.   

One of the unique aspects of the book was that it was illustrated by 
The Trust’s registered orphans, and profits from the book went back 
to the orphans and other aid projects.  Additionally the main feature 
that was appealing to children was that the pictures were illustrated 
in a way that they themselves drew, and the language was simple for 
them to read the book by themselves.

“I was 22 years old when I got married in Afghanistan, however 
due to the oppression of the Taliban it became too unstable 
for me and my wife and we decided to flee the country and 
went to Qum, Iran.  For the first two years in Iran we struggled 
severely, my wife and I lived with our relatives in a small house.  
It had no gas system so each time any of us used to go and have 
a shower there would only be cold water!  During the winter it 
would be very difficult for us especially at night as we had to 
share a blanket between the family.  

The situation started to get worse when we needed to annually 
renew our passports, we had no extra funds to spend on this 
so we had to borrow money from people.  So when I eventually  
started to earn money, half of my wages were spent on paying 
back loans.  In the beginning I worked in a factory then I started 
working as a builder on a construction site.  

However after a while due to the heavy construction work I 
started to get severe pain in my back and legs.  I met Sheikh Ali 
Massoumian from The Zahra Trust who assisted me by providing 
me a job in the Trust and helped train me in my duties.”
Syed Taqi Hashemi



SKILLS & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
Our Vision
The Skills and Development Centre 
offers a unique shared space for 
widows, orphans and vulnerable 
families.  It aims to fulfil the physical, 
emotional, intellectual and spiritual 
needs of the people by establishing 
a safe environment where they can 
learn, interact and live with each other.  
This will be through skills training, 
counselling and majalises where 
they can eat together.  The Skills and 
Development Centre can become a 
place where people in need can enjoy with friends and family, gain spiritual upliftment and ultimately 
obtain training to make them self sufficient so that they will no longer be dependent on aid.

Our Centre
Our facilities are designed to provide a homely environment for the families, to give them the 
comforts that they deserve.  An Education Booth will be built which will include rooms for both the 
orphans to learn high standard of education and for widows to obtain skills, numeracy and literacy.  
The Children’s Centre will provide the youth an area to play but also to foster creative learning 
through painting, acting and computer training.  There will be female facilities where women can 
receive counselling, socialise (which is not common in the dire surroundings they live in) and advice 
on religious issues.   Leisure facilities will be installed including a sports hall which will be a facility that 
the people have never used before or are familiar with.  This will encourage healthy living, physical 
fitness and of course enjoyment.  A state of the art medical clinic will be built tha will not only benefit 
the people in the centre but will also 
provide essential health care treatment 
to different neighbouring regions and 
individuals that would usually have to 
travel on their own to cities to acquire 
quality health care.     In addition to this 
the centre will have the Mowkeb al Zahra 
attached to it. With the vast expansion of 
zawar attending the holy ziyarat of Imam 
Hussain (as) over the last few years it has 
clearly become evident that an improved 
infrastructure needs to be planned in 
order to cater for the increase in numbers.

The Design
Opposite is a front elevation view 
of the Skills & Development Centre 
detailing the position of the various 
halls, rooms and facilities. 

Reasons for the 
Skills & Development Centre
The Zahra Trust has been investigating the developmental 
needs of the vulnerable in Iraq and understands that the 
gap between widows and married women is so prominent 
that urgent attention needs to be given to widows with 
children who make up a staggering %10 of society. 

Orphans also have been neglected in many areas of Iraq 
and we would like to assist widows and orphans through 
a Skills and Development Centre in Najaf which is in easy 
access and commute to the surrounding disadvantaged 
areas. The Zahra Trust will arrange transport from each 
region on specific days to utilise the facilities. The initial 
plan will cater for 500 families spread across 5 locations 
surrounding Najaf, and specific days will be allocated to 
each region throughout the week. The number of families 
and days allocated to the families will increase once the full 
centre is completed.

Land Acquisiti on  £200,000 
Building Costs    £150 000
Hussainya Male Secti on  £75,000 
Hussainya Female Secti on  £75,000 
Kitchen   £40,000 
Medical Centre   £50,000 
Children Centre  £30,000 
Woman’s Care   £30,000 
Educati on Centre  £30,000 
WC & Showers Male  £15,000 

WC & Showers Female  £15,000 
Swimming Pool   £10,000 
Abu Fadhel Fountain  £7,000 
Generator   £15,000 
Fixtures and Fitti  ngs  £24,000 
Furnishings   £15,000 
Aestheti cs   £5,000 
Resources   £10,000 
Utensils   £4,000 

Funding and Donation
Total:

£800,000

Phase 1 – Land has been located for the building of the site and a 
payment of £200,000 is required to acquire this (Immediate) 
Phase 2 – Planning and development of site (4-6 weeks)
Phase 3 – Construction of site (24-30 weeks) £532,000
Phase 4 – Launch the use of complex to public (Arbaeen 2014) £68,000  

This project can be supported by your Khums, we have written Ijaza for Khums by the following 
grand Ayatullah’s

- Grand Ayatullah Syed Ali Al-Sistani
- Grand Ayatullah Sheikh Bashir Al-Najafi
- Grand Ayatullah Syed M.S. Al-Hakim
- Grand Ayatullah Sheikh Ishaq Al-Fayadh

Donate towards this Sadaqa Jariya Project
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Global 
Sadat 
Programme
The Zahra Trust Goal: Assist poor Sadat through Khums obligatory 
tax in various areas such as survival, development and education.  

This year the Global Sadat programme 
continued to provide urgent assistance to 
the poor and needy Sadat.  We were able to 
do this through Sehme Sadat tax funds.

Syed Sadiq Hussaini is a father of one 
and is severely disabled with half of 
his body paralysed.  He used to live 
with his own family and another 
family in one room in the basement 
of a building.  Both families used to 
eat and sleep in this single room.  As 
the apartment was in the basement 
Syed Sadiq would need to climb the 
stairs to leave the house, which was 
difficult for him due to his disability. 
This meant that unfortunately he 
would hardly leave the house.   The 
Zahra Trust were able to arrange for 
the family to have their own residence 
on the ground floor so that he could 
leave the house more conveniently 
and does not need to share his living 
space with another family.   

Case 
Study

“May my forefather 
Rasulilalah (SAW) 
bless your work 
inshallah as you’re 
giving majority of 
the monthly rent for 
my home.”

We can provide you with 
an annual report of how 
your khums tax has been 
spent including Sehme 
Imam & Sehme Sadat.

We have written Ijaza for khums collection from 
•	 Grand Ayatullah Sayed Ali Al-Sistani
•	 Grand Ayatullah Sayed M.S. Al-Hakim
•	 Grand Ayatullah Sheikh Bashir Al-Najafi
•	 Grand Ayatullah Sheikh Ishaq Al-Fayadh
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Family 
Matters
The Zahra Trust Goal: For all families to be provided sufficient 
education, skills, food and shelter to enhance their future.

The Trust has over 500 
registered families in need 
of assistance in Iraq and 
around 80 vulnerable 
families in Iran, majority 
of which require essentials 
such as food, clothing and 
adequate shelter.  

One family that The Zahra 
Trust were able to assist 
was that of the Rahimi’s.  
The Rahimi’s are a family of 
10 that escaped the wrath 
of war in Afghanistan eight 
years ago and are now 
residing in Iran as refugees.   
When Haider Ali Rahimi 
was in Afghanistan he was 
targeted by the Taliban for 

practicing the teachings of 
the Ahlulbayt (a.s) and for 
this reason they attacked 
him in the most severe way 
by not only making him 
blind but injuring him to the 
extent that his arm needed 
to be amputated.

As a result of his injuries and 
disabilities Mr Rahimi who is 
now 45 years old is unable to 
work and support his family 
which distresses him greatly.  
The Zahra Trust were able to 
assist the Rahimi’s with their 
living expenses including 
rent, food and clothing.  

During the tragic months 
of Muharram and Safar The 
Zahra Trust were blessed 
with active fundraisers as 
young as 1 year old Abbas 
Hussain and his 4 year old 
brother Ali Hussain who 
managed to collect nearly 
£19,000 for the orphans 
in Iraq.  This led to the 
sponsorship of 62 orphans 
for a full year. 

“I thank for your 
efforts that you 
bought us a heater 
and blanket. May 
Allah bless you.”

Ahmad Kermanshahi

In addition to this 
throughout the year The 

Zahra Trust provides 
winter & summer 

essentials like blankets, 
mattresses, heaters, 

and fans to families to 
helping them through 
both winter nights and 

scorching summer days. 

In 2013 The Trust launched the 
Al Muzzamil clothes collection 
which translates to ‘the one 
wrapped in garments’.  On 
Facebook we had an active 
response from the community 
that donated all types of 
clothing including brand new 
baby clothing, to hijabs and bags 
for women and football shirts 
for men.  We had over 400 kilos 
in donations that we took with 
us to Iraq.   When the The Shi’a 
of Aurangabad City Jamat from 
India saw our post on Facebook 
they donated 24 double sized 
blankets, 8 single blankets, 50 
shawls and 8 sweaters for the 
orphans and widows.  

Part of the Family 
Matters programme is 
creative development 

and on celebratory 
occasions like Eid, The 
Trust encourages the 

orphans to participate 
in activities by drawing 
illustrations which we 

publicise. 
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Spiritual 
Development
The Zahra Trust Goal: To develop and promote knowledgeable English 
speaking scholars, productions, and publications. 



The Zahra Trust conducted tableegh in 
a number of ways over the past year. 
In Najaf we had Majlise-e-Aza for 3 
days where we provided hot meals 
to the mourners during Muharram.   
Additi onally we distributed 20,000 
Drink Water? Think Hussain! wristbands 
and 1,500 car signs, the words of which 
are coined aft er the saying of Imam 
Hussain (a.s) “that whenever you drink 
water remember me...”.  Promoti ng to 
the masses Aba Abdillah’s (a.s) message 
in this way has been highly successful 
as the wristbands act as a constant 
reminder to the individual and also 
encourages non Shia’s to ask questi ons 
when they see people wearing the 
wristband or ponder when they see the 
car signs. 
The tabbaruk of wristbands and car signs 
were distributed for free throughout the 
UK, East Africa, India, Iraq, Iran, America 
and Canada.  And supplemented with 
this we also had an ‘Alam (fl ag) that was 
sent out to internati onal centres where 
people put down their prayers and 
wishes.  This fl ag was then taken to Iraq 
where a representati ve of The Zahra 
Trust took it on their walk from Najaf to 
Karbala and put it inside the holy shrine 
of Imam Hussain (a.s).
A creati ve and interacti ve way that The 
Trust allowed people who were unable 
to write on the fl ag or conduct the walk 
from Najaf to Karbala was through a 
virtual walking website. On the website 
people could add their names, pick 
from a list of animated characters 
and were able to choose a message 
that they wanted on an ‘alam.  These 
characters then walked online from 
Najaf to Karbala. 



Howza Amir al Mo›mineen (a.s) was established in 2009 with the specific focus on giving 
western post graduate professionals an opportunity to study in Najaf al Ashraf, Iraq. Through the 
development of a rigorous curriculum and dedicated teachers we are now entering our 5th year 
of classes. 

The howza is an incredible opportunity for applicants from around the world to be able to step foot 
into the original school of where true Islamic ideology has been taught for over a thousand years.  
At the precinct of Imam Ali (a.s) in a quest to serve our Master of our time Imam-e-Zaman (AJ) just 
as the greatest Ulema of the Shia have done so previously.  This would be an exciting opportunity 
to leave the busy hustle and bustle of western cities and enjoy the peace and tranquillity of an 
Islamic surrounding, with unique spirituality.

Howza of Amir al Mo›mineen (a.s) has teachers with high calibre skills that comprise of senior 
scholars who have studied and have been taught in howza themselves spanning over 40 years. 
With this extensive experience and wisdom we have further enhanced our students learning 
programme in Najaf. Now, with regular examinations, mentorships, and custom designed classes 
our students have seen vast improvements in their ability to achieve successful results and progress 
in their studies.

Our students attend majority of their lectures in Arabic from the beginning of their time in Najaf al 
Ashraf. While not all students come with an in depth understanding of Arabic, they take language 
classes and work together to improve their comprehension. As a result, by the third year students 
only attend classes in Arabic and better matriculate in to the traditional howza. Also the team work 
creates close bonds among the students that will last them a life time.

We continue to invest in our infrastructure and dormitories to improve the quality of life which we 
can offer our students so that they can devote themselves entirely to their studies. Our current 
housing facility was previously the house of the late Grand Ayatullah Syed Abul Qasim Al Khoei and 
is located within five minutes walking distance from the Haram of Amir al Mo›mineen (a.s). We 
strive to facilitate our students, building a close connection with the traditions of scholarship that 
is the inheritance of the Holy city of Najaf al Ashraf. 

Looking Forward: 
We continue to look for support from our communities aboard in helping us invite and accept 
more students who wish to study Islamic sciences in Najaf al Ashraf. 

We are looking for your assistance in:

• Repairs to our current dormitories, where a new roof is needed 
• Developing new 
dormitories so that we can 
accommodate more students 
• Providing, books, 
computers, internet and 
other resources
• Offering monthly stipends 
to cover student expenses

Your support of Howza Amir 
al Mo’mineen (a.s) helps 
us educate and support 
communities all over the 
world. These efforts continue 
to work towards preparing 
us to be the supporters of our 
Master, the Imam of our time 
in the period of his absence.

Courses Include:

• Arabic - Covers comprehension and speaking 
• Grammar - The science of Arabic grammar is critical to comprehension of independent 
reading.
• Islamic Laws- Syed Seestani’s Minhaj us Saleheen offers a comprehensive view of current 
Fiqh issues and rulings
• Islamic Principles in Faith (Aqa’id) - In depth courses covering centuries of scholarly works on 
the fundamentals of belief
• Mantiq (logic) - a principle course that covers 3 books and a preliminary to the science of 
jurisprudence
• Principles of Jurisprudence (Usool al Fiqh) - focusing on sources and derivation of Islamic Law
• Classical texts in Islamic Laws - including but not limited to Urwatul Wuthka, Shariya al Islam 
and Luma’a Damishq
• Tafseer of Quran - Classical and contemporary exegesis of the Holy Quran 
• Ilm ul Rijaal - Science of the transmission of hadith and learning to review and validate chains 
of narrators 
• Ilm ul Hadith and History - Using the 4 principle sources of hadith along with introduction to 
ancillary authentic sources of narrations.

Howza Amir al Mo’mineen



Campaigns 
and 
Advocacy
The Zahra Trust Goal: To understand and follow Imam Ali’s (a.s) 
guidance on development:  ‘Allah SWT has fixed a share for the poor 
in the wealth of the rich. Consequently, whenever a destitute remains 
hungry it is because some rich persons have denied him (his share).’
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“Syed Hadi Shobbar, who was 7 years old at 
the time, went to bring lunch to his father 
at his shop where he witnessed armed 
men assassinate his father. Syed was then 
threatened not to tell anyone what he 
witnessed or else he too would be killed.  
Since this tragic incident the family left the 
country and went to Iran, where they struggle 
to survive on a basic income of stipends and 
charity.  
Syed Hadi Shobbar’s mental trauma after 
witnessing his father’s killing has continued 
to disrupt his life four years later and has had 
a negative effect on his education.  The Zahra 
Trust is arranging support and therapy to 
enable him to cope with the trauma.”

On Tuesday 21st January 2014, around 22 Shia pilgrims including women and children were 
massacred aft er a bomb struck a bus in Mastung district in southwest Pakistan.  The Zahra Trust 
raised awareness of these att acks and Shia killings by producing a documentary on the protests 
outside the Pakistani High Commission in London and interviewing people inside the embassy.  The 
documentary went on TV and social networking sites and raised the profi le of the oppression on 
Shia’s.  

We also raised awareness of religious persecuti on on a global platf orm at the 25th session of the 
Human Rights Council at the United Nati ons in Geneva in March 2014.  This was an ideal opportunity 
for The Zahra Trust to discuss the cases that we assist with of victi ms of oppression and discriminati on 
based on their faith. 

The Trust also promotes environmental sustainability and awareness of development issues through 
the Think before you DRINK! project.  The project explained not only how we are blessed with safe 
clean drinking water in the West for free but how we also waste over a $100 billion a year on bott led 
water worldwide.  This is while the UN esti mates that it would cost only $30 billion to provide 
everyone in the world with safe clean drinking water.  We also raised awareness of the waste of 
water during simple acti ons, like leaving the tap running during wadou and taking long showers.  The 
consequences of these acti ons are that we are aff ecti ng the environment as only 1 in 5 bott les get 
recycled with the other 80% taking 450 years to degrade.

The project aimed to encourage mosques to have a Bott le Free Majlise, to curb the new trend of 
providing bott les of water during lectures and instead go back to using the glass jars and cups for 
the people.    

“The Rezai family emigrated 
from Afghanistan to Iran 
because of the war and grave 
economic situation.  Abdul 
Hussein who lives with his 
brother and his family was 
quite weak when he travelled 
from Afghanistan, whilst he 
was in Iran he got injured in his 
back that affected his spinal 
cord and led to paralysis.  He 
has been on bed rest for 5 years 
where his family try to take 
care of him.
Abdul’s brother Ahmad has 2 
young children and recently 
his wife gave birth to a baby 
boy.  Ahmad Rezai works in 
construction and so does not 
have a steady or permanent 
income as he is only employed 
on a free-lance basis.  Because 
of all the medical expenses of 
his brother and the insecure 
employment, Ahmad is unable 
to support his two young 
children in school, and more 
importantly buy his new born 
child milk powder which is an 
average cost of $20 a month.” 



Zawar
Initiative

Publications

water Aid

Drink Water?
Think Hussain!

Imam Hussain (a.s):  ‘O my followers! Whenever you drink refreshing water remember 
me … I wish you all were present in Ashura and saw how I asked them for water for my 

infant, but they refused to give.’

Drink Water? Think Hussain! is a call for action, to remind people that whenever 
they drink water  to remember Aba Abdillah (a.s)they drink water  to remember Aba Abdillah (a.s)

Environmental

Humanitarian 
Aid

Tableegh



Zawar 
Initiative
The Zahra Trust Goal: To provide zawars assistance in the form 
of food, water, shelter, medical attention, and access to English 
lecturers. 
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This year The Trust set up a low 
cost ground package in Iraq for all 
those who had financial constraints 
in completing the ziyarah of Imam 
Hussain (a.s), and the £190 admin fee 
was waivered for those who could not 
afford it. Alhamdulillah we had people 
from all over the world including 
Oman, UK, Tanzania, South Africa, 
Canada & USA amongst others who 
joined us and also volunteered at The 
Trust during Arbaeen.  

The Zahra Trust had two Mowakeb 
in between the walk from Najaf to 
Karbala at pole numbers 315 and 1042, 
ideally situated so that people on the 
first night were able to stay at 315 and 
on the second night they could rest 
at 1042.  The mowakeb were filled 
with newly purchased blankets and 
mattresses for the zawar, massage 
equipment including foot and back 
massagers which helps rejuvenate the 
body for a further day of wa lking and 
heaters which was essential during the 
harsh desert cold nights.  In addition 
to this, full meals were provided to 
zawars and also water, socks, and 
gloves were distributed to zawar who 
were walking.   Furthermore, similar 
to the previous year, The Zahra Trust 
produced 2,000 Drink Water? Think 
Hussain! drawstring bags that were 
given out to zawars for the walk.  



“We stayed in both of the mawkebs 
of The Zahra Trust during the Najaf 
to Karbala walk. This project of The 
Trust is so important and one of 
the best as it brings people from 
all around the world and serves 
them in the best possible way. The 
coordination during Arbaeen, picking 
up the Zawar from the airport, giving 
them place to stay, serving them 
breakfast, lunch and dinner, it’s 
amazing!  The attitude of the staff 
was so nice and friendly. It meant 
that the zawar didn’t need to think 
about anything else apart from their 
ziyarate. Thank you so much.”

Hassan Chavoshi 



Supporters 
& Events
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The Leicester ABSOC organised a Milad 
un Nabi extravaganza on 31st January 
in aid of the Syria Aid Mission 2014.  
The event included beautiful poetry 
and nasheed recitations, lectures and 
an award ceremony.  Alhamdulillah the 
society raised £1000!

Ansar Day an organisation from Canada 
walked with a team of ten members 
from Najaf to Karbala raising funds for 
orphans in Iraq; their contribution of 
$3,606.52 has gone a long way to help 
the vulnerable children. 

The Bradford Hussaini Islamic Mission 
arranged a ladies and children’s bazar 
where they auctioned off items for the 
Zahra Trust emergency aid projects 
and raised £5,400.47.

Imamia Medics International visited 
The Zahra Trust registered orphans in 
Iraq, and assisted them with medical 
advice and gifts. 

The Zahra trust attended the Project 
Zainab event in April 2014 and was selling 
merchandise from our newly opened ZT Shop.
www.zahratrust.com/shop



A.R.
10 Dec 2013
Good initi ati ve. I hope we 
see follow-up report on 
the results and hope this 
project goes a long way.

Anser Rizvi
10 Dec 2013
Mashallah this is a 
great example for us all 
to follow.

Anonymous
19 July 2013
Great work mashaAllah 
may Allah reward everyone 
who takes part, however 
big or small.

Sumra Khan
15 Mar 2013
...wish I could have 
joined you.

Ali Hasiimbegovic
8 April 2014
Donate to these people 
through this donati on 
organisati on, they are well 
trusted and take good care to 
not take any money donated 
for anything other than 
helping those in need.

what
do they say
About US?

Anonymous
12 Feb 2014
May Allah (swt) and the 
masumeen (as) conti nue 
to give you strength to 
carry on your vital work. 
InshaAllah.

Organisational
Structure

The Zahra Trust is based 
in London, UK, with 
offi ces in Najaf and Qum 
with affi liate offi ces in 
Kabul and Islamabad. 

Trustees:
Syed Mohsen Sharifi oun

Sheikh Ali Massoumian

Mubina Hassan

Sheikh Anwar Ali Najafi 

Chair: Sheikh Ali Massoumian

CEO: Mubina Hassan 

Working with other 
organisations:
The Zahra Trust works with other 
organisati ons towards realising 
common goals.  These include:

Abu Dhar Muslim Mission (Tanzania)

Al Hikma (Iraq)

Al Khoei Foundati on (Internati onal)

Alulbayt Foundati on (Internati onal)

Beta Charitable Trust (UK)

Bilal Muslim Mission (Kenya)

COEJ (Europe)

Hidayat TV

Hussaini Foundati on (Pakistan)

Imamia Medics Internati onal

Imam Ali foundati on (UK)

Imam Jawad Foundati on (Iraq)

Iman Trust (Pakistan)

Iman (UK)

Jabir ibn Hayyan (Pakistan)

Organizati on of Ahlulbayt (a.s) 
for Social Support & Educati on 
(Indonesia)

Safeer TV

United Nati ons Human Rights Council 

WABIL (UK)
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Project Funding 

Statement of Financial Activities 
Financial History

Sadaqa

Make a change today
+44 (0) 208 452 7565 
www.zahratrust.com/donate 

The Zahra Trust (sterling)
HSBC Bank Sort Code: 40-04-26
Account Number: 81470922

Cheques made payable to The Zahra Trust and sent to 131 Walm Lane, London, NW2 3AU

US $ donations:
Account Name: The Zahra Trust
Currency: US Dollar
Branch: Marylebone Road Branch
IBAN: GB03 MIDL 4005 1571 2799 90
BIC: MIDLGB22
Account Number: 71279990



www.zahratrust.com

131 Walm Lane, Cricklewood, London, NW2 3AU, United Kingdom

Tel: +44 (0) 208 452 7565 Email: info@zahratrust.com

Charity Registration Number: 1129501

facebook.com/TheZahraTrust

Follow @TheZahraTrust

Subscribe on youtube.com/thezahratrustSubscribe on youtube.com/thezahratrust

Follow @TheZahraTrust

Gift Aid Number: XT19092


